
Judaism's Commitment to Tzedakah  

As CAI embarks upon our momentous Capital Campaign and Expansion/Enhancement of our facilities, 

it is fitting to ponder the view of sacred heritage toward "Tzedakah." For Judaism, being involved in 

donating some of one’s means to the communal well-being is not equivalent to the term "charity." 

"Charity derives from the latin word "caritas," meaning "heart." In other words, one should give in a 

manner that one’s heart leads you to contribute. Quite differently, "Tzedakah" means "righteousness," 

as in the Biblical command from God: "Tzedek, Tzedek Tirdof" - You are mandated to pursue 

righteousness in your deeds."  

For a Jewish person, giving Tzedakah is a necessary and righteous act whether or not our heart 

"moves us" in this direction. This distinction is evident, for example, within Maimonides famous list of 

"Eight Degrees of Tzedakah" - who includes the following types of folks among people who 

meaningfully fulfill the mitzvah of Tzedakah: BOTH  

"Those who gives grudgingly, reluctantly, or with regret," AND "Those who give graciously." Each 

category is leading a life of "Righteousness."  

Moreover, in the view of our Sages, the very act of giving Tzedakah is life-affirming. As an illustration, 

they pointed to two dramatically different bodies of water inside the Land of Israel. The Sea of Galilee 

symbolizes vigor and vitality. In contrast, the Dead Sea is the embodiment of the absence of life. 

Why? The Rabbis taught that "The Sea of Galilee not only receives water from the Jordan River, but 

also gives of its waters to other streams. However, the Dead Sea keeps all that it receives - thus its 

name. To paraphrase Scripture (Proverbs 10:2), "Helping others keeps you alive."  

Additionally, Jewish tradition views with great favor those who not only contribute Tzedakah, but also 

solicits others to do the same. "A person who persuades others to give Tzedakah shall have a reward 

[in fulfilling a mitzvah] that accompanies the act of the donor..." Thus, our religious mentors likened 

those who bring others to participate in acts of Tzedakah as role models for us all, pointing to the 

Book of Daniel 12:3: "they that turn others to acts of Tzedakah [shall shine] as the stars."  

Giving Tzedakah to further worthy communal needs has been a prized Jewish value passed from one 

generation to the next. Judaism mandates that it is incumbent upon parents to instill devotion to this 

mitzvah [each person in accord with their means] into the upbringing of their offspring. For instance, a 

prominent Boston businessman wrote the following in the Ethical Will he penned for his son: "Money is 

only a goal and not an end in itself." He then proceeded to elaborate upon the importance both of 

meeting the material needs of the family and of engaging in meaningful acts of Tzedakah. He 

concluded: "I say this to you because I know that your abilities may well make you wealthy materially. 

But my real desire is that you be successful in business and that you become rich in heart and in 

soul."  



As the CAI family moves forward in fulfilling our collective destiny as a cornerstone of Jewish life and 

values, may each one of us be privileged [each in accord with his or her means] to fulfill this life-

affirming, paramount Mitzvah of Tzedakah. My we become ever more rich in heart and in soul..  

B’yedidut, Rabbi Alan Silverstein  

 


